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BOOK REVIEW

BITTER, BITTER TEARS
Paul C. Rosenblatt
University of Minnesota Press, 1983
201 pp.

Th is is a book about grief The author
has examined 56 nineteenth-century
diaries from Canada and the United
States in light of twentieth century grief
theories. His intention is, as he says himself, not "to prove anything" but rather to
offer "perspectives, guesses, and understandings. " He tries to persuade readers
that his data uggest some new ways to
think about grief.
After clearly and briefly su mmarizing
modern grief theories, Rosenblatt analyzes diari ts' expressions of grief and
offers amendments to those theories. l Tis
amendments are 1) grief work is discontinuous because people sometimes control thei r emotions; 2) periodic withdrawal from grief work is normal ; 3)
grievers resist change, attempting the
most conservative changes first; and 4)
"reminders have a crucial role in the
dynamics of memory in grief work. "
Two other amendments are offered
more tentatively: 1) anticipatory grief
may not happen during sepa rati on; and
2) anticipatory grief may be impossible
for people in close contact with a dying
person.
Beside amending grief work theorie ,
Rosenblatt applies and extends develop·
mental theories , symbolic interaction
theories and memory theories.
A major strength of the book is the
powerful , e motional impact which the
diarists' accounts have upon the reader.
Rosenblatt has skillfully and sensitively
chosen elections which allow the reader
to identify with the diarists in a way th ey
never could from second hand reports of
grief. Thus, he has underscored th e uni •
versality of grief
Another strength of this book .is the
broad perspective from which it is written. Few scholars of grief can move with
such ease through multiple disciplines.
Perhaps it is the combination of a multi disciplinary view and the author's sensitivity to the issues which produce yet a
third major strength: the adroitness with
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which he relates the grief theories 10 the
data and vice versa. The one illuminates
the other.
One weakness in Rosenblatt's presentation of1he data is the way in which grief
over a separation is treated qualitatively
the same as grief over a death. Although
they have some similar elements, they
are not the same. Accord ing to clinical
grief worker at least, there are many
qualitatively different forms of grief,
death and separation being only two of
them. Wayne Oates in Your Particular
Grief ( 1982), for instance, identifies six
qualitatively different types of grief: 1)
chronic sorrow, experienced by parents
of disabled children ; 2) acute or traumati grief, experienced when death is
expected ; 3) anticipatory grief, experienced before an expected loss; 4) " near
miss" grief, experienced when expected
death does not occur; 5) pathological
grief, experienced when the grief process has gone awry; and 6) tragic sense of
life grief, experie nced by helpers who
feel the pain of the person being helped.
It seems logical that each of these different kinds of grief would require different research measures. Using the same
measure for each type of grief would be
invalid, even though they all share some
common elements. sing the same measure for death and separation leads
Rosenblatt to a faulty conclusi on, that "in
the long run, grief over separation may
be more intense than grief over death."
First, he is co mparing apples and
oranges; secondly, his measures did not
address intensity. The measurement
problem becomes apparent when he
first reports that he had to modify his
measures for death grief to fir separation
grief, including the surprising statement
that " joy at hearing from the lost person"
is counted a , an indi cacor of griefl
While clinical grief worker may rake
issue with the comparison of separation
grief and death grief, Rosenblatt hares a
number of insights wh ich definitely do
have clinical applicabiliry. These include
the motives for and means of control of
grief, the role of" reminders" in grieving,
and th e family systems view of grief.
Rosenblatt points out, as many clinicians
are also doing, that grieving occurs
intermittently. It is probably not patho-

logical for grievers to have "time out"
periods.
As these remarks suggest, this book is
clearly valuable for the grief clinician.
Scholars, too, will find in it many challenging thoughts and fresh insights. It
also raises many stimulating research
questions. Tt is a book, however, that
probably will not appeal to the general
reader. Although the author has admirably avoided jargon and presents a minimum of tables and charts, the general
reader would find it difficult to follow the
complex and convoluted reasoning pathways, and might often get lost among the
clarifications of clarifications.
Nevertheless, this book is a significant
addition to the existing literature on
grief. The author has done what he con tracted to do: "o ffer perspectives,
guesses, and understanding .·• He has
done so with remarkable sensitivity,
compassion, and skill. Surely he helps
the reader to see that the re is more going
on in the world than would oth erwise be
supposed, and to see what is going on
more clearly. What we see more clearly
through Rosenblatt's corrective le nses is
that no one escapes loss, that grief is a
universal experience, and that each of us
inevitably sheds bitter, bitter tears.
Reviewed byJanice Winchester Nadeau,
College of St. Catherine

Editors' note: Are you aware of a book
that might be of interest to other Minnesota scientists and science educators?
lf so, you are a potential contributor to
this page. If you have read a book
recently on which you could provide
insights (positive or negative) for other
readers, we invite you to submit a brief
( 2-4 page) review of the work for possible publication in thejournal. Or, if
you are aware of a book of potential
interest that you've not read, let us
know so we can make arrangements for
you or another reader to review it.
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ACADEMY NEWS & NOTES
CALENDAR (continued from p. 2)

26-27: West Central States Biochemistry Conference 27th Annual Meeting,
Manhattan, Kan. Contact: Dept. of
Biochemistry, Kansas State niversity,
Manhattan, KS 66506.
November
8-11 : National Association of Biology
Teacher 1984 National Covenrion,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind.
Contact: Floyd H. ordland, Dept. o f
Biological Sciences, Purdue University, 221 Che mist1y Building, West
Lafayette, IN 47907, (317) 494-8521.

12-16:American Society for Cell Biolo ~y 24th Annual Meeting, Kan as City

Convention Center, Kansas City, Mo.
Contact: Dr. Richard S. Young, American Society for Cell Biology, 9650
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 2081 4,
(301) S30-7153.
I S-17: Minnesota Academy of Science
17th Annual orth Central Regional
Junior Science, Engineering & Humanities Symposium, Radi sson Plaza
Hotel, St. Pau l, Minn. Contact: MAS,
Suite 916, Pioneer Building, St. Paul,
M 55101 , (6 12 ) 227-6361 .

legislature and the governor's office in
establish ing the new engineering programs at St. Cloud, Mankato, and
Duluth.
In the fall of 1983, the Board of
Directors of the Academy passed a
re ol uti on which invited the MFES to
exchange non -voting board representatives in an effon to see what joint
e ndeavors might be appropriate. I am
serving as the representative from the
Academy o n the MFES board and Mr.
Max Goldberg, president of the MFES,
will be attending board meetings of
the MAS.
I see these actions as a start toward
more com munication and cooperation between technical societies in
Minnesota.

MAS/MFE (continued from p. 2)

technical matters. It has an education
committee chat worked with the state
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Notice to Contributors of Articles
Persons submitting papers for publication in thejournalare asked to prepare material in accordance with
style and format preferences of thi publication. Although some of these requirements may differ from
those of other p ublications, cooperation of auth or is necessary to comply with the printing process.

Publication Policy
Membership in the Minnesota Academy o f Science is de irable but not necessary fo r publicatio n. All papers that meet the
editorial crite ria of the Academy will be consid ered for publi cation. Papers shou ld not have been published, submitted, or
accepted for publication elsewhere.

Submission Requirements
Research anicle , review articles, and e ays will be considered for publication. An original and two complete copie of
each manuscript, typed double-spaced o n 8 1h by 11 inch
paper, should be submitted, alo ng with one set of original
photograph or illustrati ons. Number page · consecutively,
beginning with th e title page. Review articles and essays may
be divided into sections with approp riate headings and subheadi ngs at the discretion of the author; an abstract and a
reference ectlon must be included. Research articles shou ld
be arranged as follows: (a Title page with the title, author '
names and affiliations; ( b ) Ab tract; (c) Introduction; (d)
Material and Method ; (e) Re ult ; (f) Di cu sion ( may be
incl uded with the Results) ; (g) References; ( h) Table ; (i)
Figures; and ( j) Legends for all figu res. Simple chemical
formu las or mathematical eq uations sho uld be in a ingle
ho rizontal line; s ubmit more complicated formulas o r tructures in a form suitable for photographic reproduction.

Specific style require ments are as fo ll ows:

Title. Titl es shou ld be b ri ef but informative and limited to
abo ut 100 character .
Authors. Authors of research articles hould incl ude their fu ll
names and affi liati ons; persons submitting review article or
essays hould include a brief, relevant biographical ke tch.
Submit th e full name, address, and phone number of the
author to whom all correspondence i to be directed o n a
separate page.
Running title. A brief running title of not more than 50 characters shou ld be provided.
Footnotes. Footnotes cannot be used.
Abstract. An abstract of about 250 words which summariz s
the major fundings s ho uld be included. e of abbreviations
is discouraged; if needed, they must be defined.
Introduction. The introducti on sho uld acquaint the reader
with the problem or question addressed by the author'
investigation.

Maten·ats and Methods. Description of the experimental
method hould be brief but adeq uate for repetition by qualifi ed investigators. Procedures that have been published previously should not be described in detail but merely cited in
appropriate references.
Results. This section should incl ude a concise description of
the data presented in the table and figures. Excessive e laboration of data already given in tables and figures sho uld be
avoided. Th e results and di cussion sections may be combined if the logical equence o f the material is imp roved.
Discussion. In this section, th e data should be inte rp reted
concisely without repeating material already presented in the
res ult section. Specu latio n is permitted.
Ref erences. Refere nce should be numbered consecutively as
they are cited in the text. Th e format to b e used for Journal
re ferences is as fol1 ows:
1. Baker, D. 1960. Temperature trends in Minne ota.

Bull. Amer. Meteorological Soc. 41:1-18.
2. Croxton, F., and Crowden, D. 1946. Applied General
Statistics. ew York: Prentice-Hall , Inc.
3.

pton , F.C. 1957. Physical carci nogenesis: radiati on,
history and sources. In. F.F. Becker (ed.), Cancer,
Vol. 3, pp. 387-402. ew York: Plenum Press.

Tables. Each table must have a d escriptive title and an explanatory paragraph that permits the reader to understand experimental details with o ut reference to the text. Each column
must carry an appropriate headi ng and if numerical meauremems are given, the e unit should be added to the
column heading. Tables should be numbered with Arabic
numerals and table footnotes should be indicated with superscript, lower-case letters.
Figures. Figures must be submitted in a condition adequate
for direct reproduction in the Journal. Each figure shou ld be
accompanied by a legend, typed double-spaced o n a separate
sheet of paper, that briefly de cribe the data shown. Details
in the text need not be repeated. All units, abbre iations,
mathematical expressions, abscissas, o rdinates, and symbols
must be adequate ly identified.

Page Charges
Abil ity to pay page charges is not a prerequisite for publication in th e journal However, if grant or institutional funds are
availabl e for such charges, the Academy appreciates the help
in defraying publication costs. Details are provided at the time
that proofs are mailed to authors.
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